Enabling people to experience unlimited realities
Who we are?
Xperience Plus (X+) is a UK start-up with the offices in London (UK) and Frankfurt am main
(Germany), born in November 2019. The project belongs to eXolve Ltd company (UK).
The idea of bringing people the opportunity to explore the world in 5-senses dimension was
designed by Fabrizio Gramuglio (CEO), and it’s based on his live experience with relatives on
wheelchair and following problems of travelling.

Why X+?
The project's MTP is Enabling people to experience unlimited realities which is realized in
being the first real-time, interactive, immersive, and on-demand experiences enabler. To
deliver that, X+ created a new framework to enable the Media and Broadcasting Industries to
stream not only audio and video but indeed any stimuli available, from taste to smell, from
touch to temperature.

Products & Solutions
In 2020 X+ app was presented to the audience of beta-testers. X+ connects in real-time users
in need to design and direct their own experiences (Dreamers) and users who want to
monetize their skills by delivering experiences (Doers). The platform collects and delivers
multiple stimuli: smell, touch, taste, audio, and video. X+ is hardware agnostic, multi-channel,
and streams in real-time. Additionally, X+ framework and technology can be integrated in
pre-recorded video, VR/AR/XR environments, and could support and empower various
industries: travelling, sports, music and more.

Acknowledgements
The core team of X+ took part in #EUvsVirus Hackathon being the framework recognized as
winner solution for the Cultural and Political Cohesion Domain as the number one solution to
support arts and entertainment category.

Social impact

X+ was designed for inclusion and faces needs of modern society applying SDGs (Social
Development Goals) to its principles. Our goal is to remove physical, economical, timing,
geographical, emotional barriers allowing anyone to live unlimited experiences and realities.
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Financial Milestone
X+, moreover, received a seed financial investment of 500.000€, to accelerate the advent of
the Internet of Senses.

Executive Team
X+ was born from the vision of professionals and serial entrepreneurs with twenty-years’
experience in exponential technologies (AI, blockchain, etc.), business and financial
experiences.
Fabrizio Gramuglio – CEO, Visionary
Entrepreneur & visionary pioneering innovative, emerging technologies

Pedro Ferreira - CMO – CO FOUNDER
Ecosystem developer, Community leader and Marketing
Giorgio Manfredi - CTO, SERIAL ENTERPRENEUR
Inventor, innovator, AI expert, ML & DL, NLP, serial entrepreneur in the IT
field
Valeria Zacchei - CONTROLLER
Expert in management and financial control
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Website https://xperience.plus
Fabrizio Gramuglio fabrizio@exolve.me
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